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Introduction 

The harmonised rules for the erection of electrical low voltage installations, HD 384/HD 60364, require 
selection, dimensioning and calculation for the components of an electrical installation. 

In complex installations long and detailed calculations may be needed. The rules of HD 384/HD 60364 
give the basic principles without the details necessary for an accurate application. 

Computers with appropriate software enable the applicable rules for the determination of conductor 
cross-section area and selection of protective devices to be applied readily. 

It is important that the results of such software programs are in accordance with the harmonised rules. 

Therefore this Technical Report defines the different reference parameters necessary for the 
calculation of the cross-sectional area of the conductors and for the selection of the protective devices. 
It also gives the reference methods for calculation according to the different safety rules defined in the 
Harmonisation Documents of the series HD 384/HD 60364. 
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1 Scope 

This Technical Report applies to low-voltage installations with a nominal system frequency of 50 Hz in 
which the circuits consist of insulated conductors, cables or busbar trunking systems. 

It defines the different parameters used for the calculation of the characteristics of electrical wiring 
systems in order to comply with rules of HD 384/HD 60364. 

These rules are mainly the following:  

 - current-carrying capacities of the conductors; 

 - characteristics of protective devices in regard to protection against overcurrent; 

 - verification of thermal stress in conductors due to short-circuit current or earth fault current; 

 - fault protection (protection against indirect contact) in TN systems and IT systems; 

 - limitation of voltage drop; 

 - verification of mechanical stresses during short-circuit in busbar trunking systems (BTS) 
according to EN 60439-2 or powertrack systems according to EN 61534 series. 

The calculations provided in this Technical Report are only applicable where the characteristics of the 
circuits are known. 

For the purpose of this document, when referring to Busbar Trunking Systems, Powertrack Systems 
are also considered. 
NOTE 1   Mechanical stress during short-circuit is covered by IEC 60865. 

NOTE 2   In general these calculations concern supply by HV/LV transformer, but they are also applicable to supply 
by LV/LV transformer and LV back-up generators. 

NOTE 3   Effects of harmonics currents are not covered by this document. 

This Technical Report is also applicable for checking the compliance of the results of calculations 
performed by software programs for calculation of cross-sectional area of insulated conductors, cross-
sectional area of cables and characteristics for selection of busbar trunking systems with 
HD 384/HD 60364. 
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2 Reference documents 

The following referenced documents are indispensable for the application of this document. For dated 
references, only the edition cited applies. For undated references, the latest edition of the referenced 
document (including any amendments) applies. 

EN 60076 series Power transformers (IEC 60076 series) 

EN 60228 Conductors of insulated cables (IEC 60228) 

EN 60269 series Low voltage fuses (IEC 60269 series) 

EN 60269-1 Low-voltage fuses - Part 1: General requirements (IEC 60269-1) 

HD 60269-2 Low-voltage fuses - Part 2: Supplementary requirements for fuses for use 
by authorized persons (fuses mainly for industrial application) - Examples 
of standardized systems of fuses A to J (IEC 60269-2) 

HD 60269-3 Low-voltage fuses - Part 3: Supplementary requirements for fuses for use 
by unskilled persons (fuses mainly for household or similar applications) - 
Examples of standardized systems of fuses A to F (IEC 60269-3) 

EN 60439-1 1999 Low-voltage switchgear and controlgear assemblies - Part 1: Type-tested 
and partially type-tested assemblies (IEC 60439-1:1999) 

EN 60439-2 2000 Low-voltage switchgear and controlgear assemblies - Part 2: Particular 
requirements for busbar trunking systems (busways) (IEC 60439-2:2000) 

EN 60898 series Electrical accessories - Circuit-breakers for overcurrent protection for 
household and similar installations (IEC 60898 series) 

EN 60947-2 Low-voltage switchgear and controlgear - Part 2: Circuit-breakers 
(IEC 60947-2) 

EN 61439-1 2009 Low-voltage switchgear and controlgear assemblies - Part 1: General rules 
(IEC 61439-1:2009, mod.) 

EN 61534 series Powertrack systems (IEC 61534 series) 

HD 384/HD 60364 series Low-voltage electrical installations (IEC 60364 series) 

HD 60364-4-41 2007 Low-voltage electrical installations - Part 4-41: Protection for safety - 
Protection against electric shock (IEC 60364-4-41:2005, mod.) 

HD 60364-4-43 2010 Low-voltage electrical installations - Part 4-43: Protection for safety - 
Protection against overcurrent (IEC 60364-4-43:2008, mod. + corrigendum 
October 2008) 

HD 60364-5-52, 2010 Low-voltage electrical installations - Part 5-52: Selection and erection of 
electrical equipment - Wiring systems (IEC 60364-5-52:2009, mod. ) 

HD 384-5-54  Electrical installation of buildings - Part 5: Selection and erection of 
electrical equipment - Chapter 54: Earthing arrangements and protective 
conductors (IEC 60364-5-54) 

IEC 60909 series Short-circuit currents in three-phase a.c. systems (IEC 60909 series) 
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3 Symbols 

In this Technical Report, the following symbols are used: 

I2 Current ensuring effective operation in conventional time of the protective device and 
generally given in the product standard, [A] 

IB      Design current of the circuit being considered, [A] (IEV 826-11-10) 

Ief    Earth fault current, [kA] 

In    Nominal current of the protective device (fuse rating or breaker setting), [A] 

Inc    Rated current of busbar trunking system, at an ambient temperature of 30 °C, [A] 

Ip    Maximum peak value of highest short-circuit current, [kA] 
''

kQI    Initial symmetrical short-circuit current at the feeder connection point Q [kA] 

Ik1    Steady state short-circuit current for a line-to-neutral short circuit [kA] 

Ik2    Steady state short-circuit current for a line-to-line short circuit [kA] 
Ik3    Steady state short-circuit current for a three line short circuit [kA] 

NOTE 1   In some cases the Ik1 can be higher than the Ik3 (e.g. at the terminals of the delta-star transformer). 

IZ  Continuous current-carrying capacity of cable, insulated conductors or busbar 
trunking system as applied in a circuit [A] 

( 0
2
0 tI ⋅ ) Thermal stress capacity of line, neutral or PE (PEN) conductor given in general for one 

second, [A².s], (IEV 447-07-17) 

( cw
2
cw tI ⋅ ) Thermal stress capacity of line, neutral or PE (PEN) conductor given in general for one 

second for busbar trunking systems, [A².s], (EN 60439-2, 4.3) 

l1 Route length (insulated conductors and cables), [m],   subscript u: upstream 
  subscript d: downstream 

l2 Length of BTS (Busbar Trunking System), [m]  subscript u: upstream 

  subscript d: downstream 

RC    Resistance of the conductor between the transformer and the main switchboard [mΩ] 

Rc1 ph Resistance of line conductor per metre, consisting of insulated conductor or cable, at 
steady-state operating temperature, [mΩ/m] 

Rc1 N  Resistance of neutral conductor per metre, consisting of insulated conductor or cable, at 
steady-state operating temperature, [mΩ/m] 

Rc1 PE  Resistance of protective earthing conductor per metre, consisting of insulated conductor 
or cable, at steady-state operating temperature, [mΩ/m] 

RN Resistance of the neutral conductor upstream of the circuit being considered, 

∑ neutralN = RR , [mΩ] 

RPE Resistance of the protective conductor from the main equipotential bonding to the origin of 
the circuit being considered, 

    ∑ conductor protectivePE = RR  , [mΩ] 

RPEN Resistance of the PEN conductor from the main equipotential bonding to the origin of the 
circuit being considered, 

    ∑ conductor PENPEN R= R  , [mΩ] 
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RQ    Resistance of the HV network, [mΩ] 

RSUP   Resistance of the LV upstream network, [mΩ] 

RT    Resistance of the transformer, [mΩ] 

Rb0 ph Mean ohmic resistance of BTS (BusbarTrunking System) per meter, per line, at 20 °C,  
[mΩ / m] 

Rb1 ph Mean ohmic resistance of BTS per meter, per line, at rated current Inc, at the steady-state 
operating temperature, [mΩ / m]  
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Symbols used for resistances in the context of short-circuits in busbar trunking systems 

1

2

3

PE

N

 

 

 

 

Rbxph Three-line short-circuit 

 
1

2

3

PE

N

 

 

 

Rbxph ph Line to line short-circuit 

 between L1 and L2, note may 

 be between any two lines 

 

 
1

2

3

PE

N

 

 

 

 

Rbxph-N Line to neutral short-circuit 

 between L1 and N 

 
1

2

3

PE

N

 
 

 

 

 

Rbxph-PE fault between L1 and PE 

NOTE 2    The value of x depends on the circuit configuration and on the type of protective device, see Table 5. 

NOTE 3 For busbar trunking systems the subscript ph is used in order to align with the symbols used in 
EN 60439-2. 

 

Rb0 Resistive term of mean line-line, line-neutral or line-PE (-PEN) BTS loop impedance per 
metre, at 20 °C, [mΩ / m]  

Rb1 Resistive term of mean line-line, line-neutral or line-PE (-PEN) BTS loop impedance per 
metre, at rated current Inc, at the steady-state operating temperature, [mΩ / m] 

Rb2 Resistive term of mean line-line, line-neutral or line-PE (-PEN) BTS loop impedance per 
metre, at the mean temperature between the operating temperature at rated current Inc, and 
the maximum temperature under short-circuit conditions, [mΩ / m] 

RSUP Resistance from the LV side of the upstream network (LV + MV) upstream the main 
switchboard, [mΩ] 
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RU Resistance of line conductors upstream of the circuit being considered up to the main 
switchboard 

   ∑= lineu RR , [mΩ] 

S   Cross-sectional area of conductors, [mm²] 

SN   Cross-sectional area of neutral conductor, [mm²] 

SPE   Cross-sectional area of protective conductor, [mm²] 

SPEN  Cross-sectional area of PEN conductor, [mm²] 

SkQ   Short-circuit power of the high-voltage network, [kVA] 
''SkQ   Initial symmetrical short-circuit power of the high-voltage network, [kVA] 

SrG   Rated apparent power of a generator [kVA] 

SrM   Rated apparent power of the motor, [kVA] 

SrT   Rated apparent power of the transformer [kVA] 

Sph   Cross-sectional area of line conductor, [mm²] 

tr   Rated transformation ratio at which the on-load tap-changer is in the main position 

Uo   Line to neutral nominal voltage of the installation, [V] 

Un   Line to line nominal voltage of the installation, [V] 

UnQ  Nominal system voltage at the feeder connection point Q (HV side), [V] 

UrT Rated voltage of the transformer on the low voltage side, [V] 

XC   Reactance of the conductor between the transformer and the main switch board [mΩ] 

XC ph  Reactance of line conductor per metre, consisting of insulated conductor or cable, [mΩ/m] 

X'd   Transient reactance on direct axis [mΩ] 

x'd   Transient reactance on direct axis [%] 

XN   Reactance of the neutral conductor upstream of the circuit being considered, 

   ∑ neutral N X=X , [mΩ] 

X0   Zero-sequence reactance [mΩ] 

x0   Zero-sequence reactance [%] 

XPE Reactance of the protective conductor from the main equipotential bonding to the origin of 
the circuit being considered, 

   ∑ conductor protectivePE X= X  ,[mΩ] 

XPEN Reactance of the PEN conductor from the main equipotential bonding to the origin of the 
circuit being considered, 

   ∑ conductor PENPEN X= X  , [mΩ] 

XQ   Reactance of the HV network, [mΩ] 

XSUP Reactance from the LV side of the upstream network (LV + MV) upstream the main 
switchboard, [mΩ] 

XT   Reactance of the transformer, [mΩ] 

Xb Reactance term of mean line-line, line-neutral or line-PE (-PEN) BTS loop impedance per 
metre, [mΩ / m] 

Xb ph  Mean reactance of BTS line conductor, per meter, [mΩ / m] 
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XU Reactance of line conductors upstream of the circuit being considered up to the main 
switchboard,  

   ∑= line U XX , [mΩ] 

ZC   Impedance of the conductor between the transformer or the generator and the main 
switch board [mΩ] 

ZG   Impedance of the generator [mΩ] 

ZQ   Impedance of the HV supplier network, [mΩ] 

   2
Q

2
QQ XRZ +=  

ZQt Positive-sequence equivalent short circuit impedance referred to the low-voltage side of 
the transformer 

ZSUP Impedance from the LV side of the upstream network (LV + MV) upstream the main 
switchboard, [mΩ] 

ZT   Impedance of the transformer, [mΩ] 

   2
T 

2
T T XRZ +=  

ZU Impedance of line conductors upstream of the circuit being considered up to the main 
switchboard, [mΩ] 

)( 22 ∑∑ += linelineU XRZ  

NOTE These impedances are shown in Fig 1 

c Voltage factor according to IEC 60909  

nN    Number of neutral conductors in parallel 

nPE   Number of protective conductors in parallel 

nPEN  Number of PEN conductors in parallel 

nph   Number of line conductors in parallel 

x   Reactance per metre of conductors, [mΩ / m] 

ρ0   Resistivity of conductors at 20 °C, [mΩ·mm² / m] 

ρ1 Resistivity of conductors at the maximum permissible steady-state operating temperature,  
[mΩ⋅mm² / m] 

ρ2 Resistivity of conductors at the mean temperature between steady-state temperature and 
final short-circuit temperature, [mΩ⋅mm² / m] 

ρ3 Resistivity of separate PE conductors at the mean temperature between ambient and final 
short-circuit temperature, [mΩ⋅mm² / m] 

θ    Temperature, [ºC] 
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Figure 1 – Examples of installation configurations and impedances used in this document 

4 Parameters 

4.1 General 

Table 1 − Resistivity at 20 °C in accordance with IEC 60909, in mΩΩΩΩ⋅⋅⋅⋅mm² / m 

 Copper Aluminium 

ρ0 18,51 29,41 

 
NOTE 1   For the conductor resistances when dealing with cables, Annex A may also be used. 
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Table 2 − Resistivity at various temperatures 

 Thermoplastic 70 °C (PVC) 
Thermosetting 90 °C  

(EPR or XLPE) 

 Resistivity Temperature Resistivity Temperature 

ρ0 1,00  ρ0 20 °C 1,00  ρ0 20 °C 

ρ1 1,20  ρ0 70 °C 1,28  ρ0 90 °C 

ρ2 

≤ 300mm²  

1,38  ρ0 C115
2

70160 °=+

 
1,60  ρ0 

170
2

90250 °=+

 ρ2 

> 300mm²  

1,34 ρ0 C105
2

70140 °=+

 

ρ3 

≤ 300mm²  

1,30  ρ0 C95
2

30160 °=+

 
1,48  ρ0 

140
2

30250 °=+

 ρ3 

> 300mm²  

1,26  ρ0 C85
2

30140 °=+

 

 

The above factors are obtained using the following equation: 

     ρθ = ρ0 [1 + 0,004 · (θ - 20)] 

where 

 θ  is the conductor temperature 

Table 3 − Reactance per metre of conductors of cables ( x )  

 x 
[mΩ / m] 

Multicore cables 

or single core cables in trefoil 
arrangement 

 

0,08 

Flat touching single core cables 0,09 

Flat spaced single core cables 0,13 

NOTE 2   Values for armoured cable should be obtained from the manufacturer. 

NOTE 3   The reactance values given are for single-line system, they can be used as average values for a three-line system. 

NOTE 4   For spaced single core cables, the distance from centre to centre is assumed to be two times the overall cable 
diameter. 

NOTE 5   More precise values may be obtained from IEC/TR 60909-2 or from manufacturers. 
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4.2 Conductor resistances 

Conductor resistances per meter at 20 °C are given in Annex A. 

For the calculations set out in this Technical Report, conductor resistances per metre for sizes up to 
300 mm2, may be obtained from the following equations: 

Line conductor Neutral conductor Protective conductor 

phph

0
phc0 nS

R
⋅

= ρ
 

NN

0
c0N nS

R
⋅

= ρ
 

PEPE

0
PEc0 nS

R
⋅

= ρ
 or 

PENPEN

0
c0PEN nS

R
⋅

= ρ
 

phph

1
phc1 nS

R
⋅

= ρ
 

NN

1
Nc1 nS

R
⋅

= ρ
 

PEPE

1
PEc1 nS

R
⋅

= ρ
 or 

PENPEN

1
PENc1 nS

R
⋅

= ρ
 

phph

2
phc2 nS

R
⋅

= ρ
 

NN

2
Nc2 nS

R
⋅

= ρ
 

PEPE

2
PEc2 nS

R
⋅

= ρ
 or 

PENPEN

2
PENc2 nS

R
⋅

= ρ
 

  

PEPE

3
PEc3 nS

R
⋅

= ρ
  

NOTE   The current sharing has been considered as equal between several conductors in parallel. The current sharing may not 
be equal between several conductors in parallel of large cross-section e.g. greater than 240 mm², hence simple division by the 
number of conductors may not be suitable (see IEC 60287-1-3). 

4.3 Conductor reactances 

Conductor reactances per meter are obtained from the following equations: 

    Three-line or line to line     
ph

c n
xX =     

    Line to neutral (or PE or PEN)    
ph

cph n
xX =     

                 
N

cN n
xX =     

                 
PE

cPE n
xX =     

                 
PEN

cPEN n
xX =    

NOTE 1   For conductors having a cross-sectional area of less than 25 mm², the reactance is much smaller than the resistance 
and hence it can be ignored for the calculations set out in this Technical Report and made manually. 

NOTE 2   Although it is usually convenient to consider the value of inductive reactance of each conductor of a earth fault 
current loop separately as done in this Technical Report, such values do not truly exist as independent quantities, as inductive 
reactance is a function of all the conductors in close proximity. 

Consequently, the value of inductive reactance for a conductor is liable to be different for the various fault conditions (three-line 
fault, line-to-earth fault, etc.) for which the conductor forms part of the earth fault current loop. 
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5 Characteristics of installations 

Table 4 − Selection of resistivity and reactance for insulated conductors and cables 

 
   INSULATED CONDUCTORS AND CABLES  
   RESISTIVITY REACTANCE 

RULES CURRENTS CIRCUITS UPSTREAM 
CIRCUITS 

CIRCUIT All 

    Distribution circuits Final circuit circuits 

MAXIMUM SHORT-
CIRCUIT  CURRENT  

Ik3 max 3 Line ρ0 ρ0 ρ0 x 

Ik2 max Line to line ρ0 ρ0 ρ0 x 

Ik1 max Line to neutral ρ0 ρ0 ρ0 x 

 NATURE OF THE PROTECTIVE DEVICE  Fuse Circuit 
breaker 

Fuse Circuit 
breaker 

 

MINIMUM SHORT - 
CIRCUIT CURRENT 

Ik2 min Line to line ρ1 ρ2 ρ1 ρ2 ρ1 x 

Ik1 min Line to neutral ρ1 ρ2 ρ1 ρ2 ρ1 x 

EARTH FAULT 
CURRENT 

Ief 

Line to PEN / Line to PE ρ1 ρ2 ρ1 
b ρ1 a ρ1 x 

Line to reduced PEN / 
Line to reduced PE ρ1 ρ2 ρ1 

b ρ2 ρ1 a x 

       

Line to separate PE:       

 for line  ρ1 ρ2 ρ1 ρ1 ρ1 x 
 for PE ρ1 ρ3 ρ1 ρ1 ρ1 x 

 for reduced PE ρ1 ρ3 ρ1 ρ2 ρ1
a x 

VOLTAGE 
DROP 

IB All live conductors ρ1 ρ1 ρ1 ρ1 ρ1 x 

a for circuits with a disconnecting time greater than the value given in Table 10 use ρ2 . 
b use ρ2  if a time delayed-circuit breaker is used. 
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Table 5 − Selection of resistance and reactance for busbar trunking systems 

 
   BUSBAR TRUNKING SYSTEMS  
   RESISTANCE REACTANCE 

RULES CURRENTS CIRCUITS UPSTREAM 
CIRCUITS 

 CIRCUIT All 

    Distribution circuit Final circuit circuits 
MAXIMUM SHORT-
CIRCUIT CURRENT 

Ik3 max 
Ik2 max 
Ik1 max 

Line 
Line to line 

Line to neutral 

Rb0 ph 
Rb0 ph ph 
Rb0 ph N 

Rb0 ph 

Rb0 ph ph 

Rb0 ph N 

Rb0 ph 
Rb0 ph ph 
Rb0 ph N 

Xb ph 

Xb ph ph 
Xb ph N 

 NATURE OF THE PROTECTIVE DEVICE:  Fuse Circuit-breaker Fuse Circuit-breaker  
MINIMUM SHORT – 
CIRCUIT CURRENT 

Ik2 min 
Ik1 min 

Line to line 
Line to neutral 

Rb1 ph ph 
Rb1 ph N 

Rb2 ph ph 

Rb2 ph N 
Rb1 ph ph 

Rb1 bph N 
Rb2 ph ph 
Rb2 ph N 

Rb1 ph ph 
Rb1 ph N 

Xb ph ph 
Xb ph N 

EARTH FAULT 
CURRENT Ief 

Line to PEN 
Line to PE 

Rb1 ph PEN 

Rb1 ph PE 
Rb2 ph PEN 
Rb2 ph PE 

Rb1 ph PEN 
b 

Rb1 ph PE 
b 

Rb1 ph PEN
 a 

Rb1 ph PE
 a 

Rb1 ph PEN 
Rb1 ph PE 

Xb ph PEN 
Xb ph PE 

VOLTAGE DROP 
IB 

Line 
Line to neutral 

Rb1 ph 

Rb1ph N 
Rb1 ph 

Rb1 ph N 
Rb1 ph 

Rb1 ph N 
Rb1 ph 

Rb1 ph N 
Rb1 ph 

Rb1 ph N 
Xb ph 

Xb ph N 
a for circuits with a disconnecting time greater than the value given in Table 10 use Rb2

.. 
b use ρ2 if a time delayed-circuit breaker is used. 
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Table 6 − Elements to take into account when calculating maximum and minimum short circuit currents and earth fault currents 

 
RULES CURRENTS CIRCUITS SUPPLY OF CIRCUITS 

   Circuit supplied by 
transformer(s) 

Circuit supplied by 
transformer(s) or 

replacement/safety generator
Maximum Short-circuit 

current 
Ik3 3 Line All transformers in parallel All transformers in parallel 
Ik2 2 Line 
Ik1 Line to neutral 

Minimum Short-circuit 
current 

Ik2min 2 Line 1 transformer only (lowest 
power) 

Generator 
Ik1min Line to neutral 

Fault current Ief Line to PE 1 transformer only 
(lowest power) 

Generator 
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6 Characteristics of the supply source 

6.1 Voltage 

The reference parameter is the line to neutral nominal voltage Uo = Un / 3  , multiplied by the factor c.  

The voltage factor c is introduced to take account of voltage variations depending on time and place, 
changing of transformer taps and other considerations. The values of c for the worst case condition in 
a low voltage installation are given in Table 7, derived from IEC 60909, Table 1. 

The factor c is not intended to take account of the fault impedance. This Technical Report assumes 
zero fault impedance.  

Table 7 − Voltage factor c 

Nominal voltage  Voltage factor  c 

 cmax cmin 

100 V to 1 000 V 1,1 0,95 

6.2 Supply by HV/LV transformers 

6.2.1  General 

When the installation includes the supply from an HV network, the impedance of the HV network and 
the HV/LV transformer must be taken into account when calculating short-circuit and earth fault 
currents. 

6.2.2 Impedance of a HV/LV network 

The impedance of the HV network seen from the LV side may be obtained from the electricity supply 
company or by measurement or by calculation as follows: 
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RQ = 0,100 XQ 

XQ = 0,995 ZQ according to IEC 60909, in the absence of precise information from the 
electricity supply company. 

NOTE     Where ZQ is to be used for calculating the maximum short-circuit current, SkQ max, 
''

kQmaxI and cmax should be applied. 

Where ZQ is to be used for calculating the minimum short-circuit current, SkQ min,
''

kQminI  and cmin should be applied. 

6.2.3 Impedance of a transformer 
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2
T

2
TT RZX −=           (2c) 

  ukr: Short-circuit voltage [ % ], according to EN 60076. 

  uRr: Rated resistive component of the short-circuit voltage [%] 

PkrT: total loss of the transformer in the windings at rated current [kW] 

Where the value of UrT is not known, it may be assumed to be 1,05 Un.  

The resistance and reactance of the transformer may be obtained from the manufacturer.  

In the absence of more precise information, the following values may be used:     RT = 0,31 ZT 

                            XT = 0,95 ZT 

NOTE   This equation is also applicable to LV/LV transformer which may, for example, be used to change the neutral regime. 

In case of several transformers in parallel having the same rated short-circuit voltage and preferably 
the same power rating, calculations for the maximum short-circuit current are made with the total 
number of transformers being able to operate simultaneously. 

6.3 Supply by generators 

6.3.1  General 

When the installation is supplied by generators, the impedances to be taken into consideration are: 

6.3.2 Transient reactance on direct axis, X'd  
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In the absence of more precise information, the transient reactance on direct axis may be taken as 
equal to 30 % 

6.3.3  Zero-sequence reactance X0  
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The reactances referred to above may be obtained from the manufacturer. 

In the absence of more precise information, the zero-sequence reactance may be taken as equal to 
6 %  

6.4 Contribution of asynchronous motors 

6.4.1  General 

Where the installation is not supplied through a LV network, the contribution from asynchronous 
motors may need to be taken into account. 

In the case of a short-circuit, an asynchronous motor can be considered as being a generator, for a 
short period of time. Although this duration is small (a few periods of the signal’s fundamental 
frequency), motors can increase significantly the maximum short circuit current and, in such a case, 
have to be taken into account.  

Motors controlled by static variable speed drives (e.g. static inverters) do not contribute to the short-
circuit current. 
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6.4.2 Cases to be neglected 

The contribution of asynchronous motors in low-voltage power supply systems to the short-circuit 
current may be neglected if the total power of motors running simultaneously is lower than 25 % of the 
total power of transformers 

∑∑ ⋅≤=
=

rT
1

rMrM 25% SSS
msn

n
 

where 

nms is the number of motors running simultaneously 

SM is the sum of the rated apparent power on the electrical side of the motors (SrM) running 
simultaneously [kVA] 

6.4.3  Case where motor’s contribution has to be taken into account 

If ∑⋅> rTrM 25% SS , all the asynchronous motors that run simultaneously can be considered as a 
supplementary supply in parallel with transformer(s). 

A good approximation, to take into account the contribution of motors to the maximum short-circuit 
current, is to multiply RSUP and XSUP by a coefficient kM. The values of kM are given in Table 8. 

Table 8 − Values of kM 

Type of supply Values of kM 

 ∑⋅≤ rTrM 25% SS ∑⋅> rTrM 25% SS  

Supply through 
transformer(s) 1 

∑
∑

⋅+ rMrT

rT

1.15

5

SS

S   
 

LV Supply 1 1 

6.5 LV supply 

Information regarding the impedance of the low-voltage supply may be obtained from the electricity 
supply company. Because public supply systems change to reflect growth or decline in the electricity 
consumption for the local network and to meet day to day demands a single value for the supply 
impedance may not be available. In most cases, the likely maximum and minimum values can be 
obtained. Where separate values of RSUP and XSUP are not available, the impedance ZSUP is substituted 
for RSUP in the equations with XSUP = 0. 

6.6 Capacitors 

Regardless of the time of short-circuit occurrence, the discharge current of the capacitors may be 
neglected for the calculation of the peak short-circuit currents 

 

7 Characteristics of protective devices 

7.1 Circuit-breakers 

For protection against short-circuit and earth fault currents, characteristics taken into consideration are: 

- the instantaneous or the short time operating current for minimum short-circuit and earth fault 
currents; 
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- for maximum short-circuit current, the breaking capacity and the let-through energy (I2t) of the 
circuit-breaker. 

To ensure instantaneous operation of the circuit-breaker, the short-circuit or earth fault current must be 
greater than the short time operating current or the instantaneous operating current. Circuit-breaker 
characteristics may be obtained from the manufacturer. 

For circuit-breakers complying with EN 60898, the upper limit of the specified instantaneous operating 
current is equal to 

 - 5 In   for type B circuit-breakers; 

 - 10 In   for type  C  circuit-breakers; 

 - 20 In   for type  D  circuit-breakers. 
For circuit-breakers complying with EN 60947-2, the maximum short-time or instantaneous operating 
current is at most equal to 1,2 times the operating current setting, this  takes into account tolerances of 
setting equal to 20 %. 

7.2 Fuses 

Fuses comply with EN 60269-1, and HD 60269-2 or HD 60269-3. 

For fuses other than gG, the time current characteristics should be obtained from national standards. 

Characteristics for gG and aM fuses correspond approximately to the equation: 
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It 






= 1               (5a) 

n
s

t
II 1=                (5b) 

where 

n is equal to 4 for type gG fuses, and to 4,55 for type aM fuses; 

I1s is the current that melts the fuse in one second; 

t is the time in seconds. 

This equation is used for determining the time of operation of a fuse (t) at the prospective fault current 
I. This equation is approximate and should only be used for short time (t), for example, less than 2 s 
for a 6 A gG fuse and less than 5 s for a 80 A gG fuse (see time-current curve for gG fuse link in 
HD 60269-2). 

8 Protection against overload currents 

8.1 Current-carrying capacity 

a) Values of current-carrying capacity and correction factors for insulated conductors and cables are 
given in HD 60364-5-52. 

b) Current-carrying capacities for cable types and insulation conditions not covered by the above 
publications should be obtained from the national standards or the manufacturer. 

8.2 Coordination between conductors and overload protective devices 

The value of current-carrying capacity of conductors and the value of rated current of busbar trunking 
systems are calculated in relation to the rated current of a fuse or the current setting of a circuit-
breaker used for protection against overload by the following formula: 

                ZnB       III ≤≤            (6) 
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                Z2    1,45 II ≤             (7) 

NOTE 1 For circuit-breakers complying with EN 60898 or EN 60947-2 and gG fuses complying with HD 60269-2 and 
HD 60269-3, compliance with Equation (6) is deemed to satisfy the requirement of Equation (7). 

NOTE 2 Where four or more conductors have to be connected in parallel consideration should be given to the use of busbar 
trunking systems. 
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9 Determination of breaking capacity of protective devices 

9.1  General 

The breaking capacity of the protective device (fuse, circuit-breaker) shall be at least equal to the 
maximum prospective short-circuit current at the place of its installation (see HD 60364-4-43). This 
requirement does not apply where another device or devices, having the necessary breaking capacity, 
is installed on the supply side, and the characteristics of the devices are co-ordinated so that the 
energy let-through of the devices does not exceed that which can be withstood, without damage, by the 
device or devices on the load side. 

In case of several transformers in parallel, calculations for the maximum short-circuit current are to be 
done with the total number of transformers being able to operate simultaneously. The following 
equations apply only if each transformer has the same coupling, the same rated short-circuit voltage 
and the same power. 
NOTE   In the case where motor’s contribution is to be taken into account, it is recommended to verify the correct selection of 
the making capacity of the circuit breakers. 

9.2 Three line maximum short-circuit current 

In general, the maximum prospective short-circuit current is equal to the symmetrical three-line short-
circuit current Ik3. For a short-circuit between all three lines, the maximum prospective short-circuit 
current will be when the short-circuit occurs at the terminals of the protective device and when the 
upstream circuits are at the conventional ambient temperature of 20 °C. 

The three-line short-circuit current Ik3 is equal to: 

( ) ( )            
2

phUSUP
2

ph 0USUP

0max0max
max3

XXXkRRRk
Uc

Z
UcI

MM

k
++⋅+++⋅

⋅=⋅=      (8) 

where 
3
n

0
UU =  

NOTE 1 The objective of the coefficient kM is described under 6.4.3. 

a) for insulated conductors and cables:    
1ucph

1uph c0ph 0

lXX
lRR

⋅=

⋅=
  

b) for busbar trunking systems:       
2uph b1ucph

2uph b01uph c0ph 0

lXlXX
lRlRR

⋅+⋅=

⋅+⋅=
 

Where the lengths l1u and l2u are those related to the part of the circuit upstream of the protective 
device up to the busbar placed immediately upstream (cables and busbar trunking system 
respectively). 
NOTE 2 The following table give the various resistances and reactances that constitute RSUP and XSUP respectively, depending 
on the type of supply: 
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 RSUP XSUP 

HV Supply + Transformer  RQ + RT +RC XQ + XT + XC 

HV Supply + 
Several 
transformers in 
parallel 

Arrivals RQ + (RT +RC)/(nT -1) XQ + (XT +XC)/(nT -1) 

Departures RQ + (RT +RC)/nT XQ + (XT +XC)/nT 

LV Supply RQ XQ 

nT is the total number of transformers operating simultaneously. 

Arrival is understood as the conductor between the transformer and the main 
switch board. 

Departure is understood as all the installation downstream the main switch board. 

NOTE 3    Figure 2 gives an example of the meaning of the impedances used in this subclause. 

 
Figure 2 – Examples of installation configurations and impedances used in this clause 

9.3 Line-to-line maximum short-circuit current 

In general, it is not necessary to calculate the line to line maximum prospective short-circuit current 
because it will be lower than the three line short-circuit current. 

The line to line short-circuit current, Ik2 is equal to: 
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where 
3
n

0
UU =  

NOTE 1 The objective of the coefficient kM is described under 6.4.3. 

a) for insulated conductors and cables:     
1ucph

1uc0ph0ph

lXX
lRR

⋅=

⋅=
 

NOTE 2   In the case that the complete installation is made using insulated conductors and cables, the following simplification 
can be used: Ik2max = 0,86·Ik3max. 

b) for busbar trunking systems:        
2uphph  b1ucph

2uphb0ph 1uc0ph0ph

5,0

5,0

lXlXX
lRlRR

⋅+⋅=

⋅+⋅=
 

where the lengths l1u and l2u are those related to the part of the circuit upstream of the protective device 
up to the busbar placed immediately upstream (cables and busbar trunking system respectively). 
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NOTE 3 The following table give the various resistances and reactances that constitute RSUP and XSUP respectively, depending 
on the type of supply: 

 RSUP XSUP 

HV Supply + Transformer  RQ + RT +RC XQ + XT + XC 

HV Supply + 
Several 
transformers in 
parallel 

Arrivals RQ + (RT +RC)/(nT -1) XQ + (XT +XC)/(nT -1) 

Departures RQ + (RT +RC)/nT XQ + (XT +XC)/nT 

LV Supply RQ XQ 

nT is the total number of transformers operating simultaneously. 

Arrival is understood as the conductor between the transformer and the main 
switch board. 

Departure is understood as all the installation downstream the main switch board. 

 

NOTE 4   The Figure 2 gives an example of the meaning of the impedances used in this subclause. 

9.4 Line-to-neutral maximum short-circuit current 

This short-circuit current is calculated to determine the required breaking capacity of the protective 
device for single line circuits. 

The current in case of short-circuit between line and neutral or PEN conductor, Ik1 is equal to: 
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where 
3
n

0
UU =  

NOTE 1 The objective of the coefficient kM is described under 6.4.3. 

a) for insulated conductors and cables:    
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             or   
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b) for busbar trunking systems:       
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where the lengths l1u and l2u are those related to the circuits upstream of the protective device (cables 
and bus bar trunking system respectively). 
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NOTE 2    The following table give the various resistances and reactances that constitute RSUP and XSUP respectively, 
depending on the type of supply: 

   RSUP  XSUP 

one transformer Delta/Star (Dyn) RQ+RT+RC XQ+XT+XC 

Star/Star (Yyn) RQ+RT+RC XQ+5XT +XC 

Delta/Zig-Zag (Dzn) RQ+RT+RC XQ+0,7XT +XC 

several transf. 

in parallel 

 

arrivals Delta/Star (Dyn) RQ+(RT+RC)/(nT-1) XQ+(XT+XC)/(nT-1) 

Star/Star (Yyn) RQ+(RT +RC)/(nT-1) XQ+(5XT +XC)/(nT-1) 

Delta/Zig-Zag (Dzn) RQ+(RT+RC)/(nT-1) XQ+(0,7XT+XC)/(nT-1) 

departures Delta/Star (Dyn) RQ+(RT+RC)/nT XQ+(XT+XC)/nT 

Star/Star (Yyn) RQ+(RT +RC)/nT XQ+(5XT +XC)/nT 

Delta/Zig-Zag (Dzn) RQ+(RT+RC)/nT XQ+(0,7XT+XC)/nT 

LV supply     RQ XQ 

nT is the total number of transformers operating simultaneously 

Arrival is understood as the conductor between the transformer and the main switch board 

Departure is understood as all the installation downstream the main switch board 

 

NOTE 3      The Figure 2 gives an example of the meaning of the impedances used in this subclause. 

10 Ability to withstand electro-dynamic stresses for busbar trunking systems 

During a short-circuit, the highest force will occur at the peak value of the initial asymmetrical short-
circuit current. Hence, it is the peak value of the current which is considered and not the r.m.s. value. 

The peak value of the prospective short-circuit current Ip is equal to the r.m.s. short circuit current Ik3 at 
the origin of the busbar trunking system multiplied by the peak factor ( n ) having the following value: 

Table 9 − Peak factor (n) 

r.m.s.   short-circuit current n 

I  ≤  5 kA 1,5 

5 kA  < I ≤ 10 kA 1,7 

10 kA  < I  ≤ 20 kA 2 

20 kA  < I  ≤ 50 kA 2,1 

50 kA  < I 2,2 

This table is taken from EN 60439-1:1999, 7.5.3 or EN 61439-1:2009, Table 7. 

Depending on whether or not the short-circuit current is limited by the protective device, the ability to 
withstand electro-dynamic stresses is illustrated by one of the diagrams shown below: 

Case 1  without current limitation: 

    Ip max  BTS   ≥   Ip prospective = n · Ik3 

            Ip prospective  Ip  max  BTS 

            ↓     ↓ 

            → Ip 
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Case 2 with current limitation: 

    Ip  max  BTS   ≥   Ip  limited 

            Ip  limited   Ip  max  BTS   Ip  prospective 

            ↓     ↓      ↓ 

            → Ip 
NOTE   Ip max BTS ( Busbar Trunking System ) is given by the manufacturer. 

11 Fault protection (protection against indirect contact) 

11.1 Disconnecting time 

The disconnecting time of the protective device for a earth fault current calculated as indicated in 11.2, 
shall be less than or equal to the appropriate value given in: 

Table 10 for TN and TT systems, in accordance with HD 60364-4-41, Table 41.1 and for IT systems in 
case of a second fault in accordance with HD 60364-4-41, 411.6.4. 

Table 10 − Maximum disconnecting time for TN and TT systems  
and for IT systems in case of a second fault 

System 50 V < Uo ≤≤≤≤ 120 V (a.c.) 
s 

120 V < Uo ≤≤≤≤ 230 V 
(a.c.) 

s 

230 V < Uo ≤≤≤≤ 400 V 
(a.c.) 

s 

Uo > 400 V (a.c.) 
s 

TN 0,8 0,4 0,2 0,1 

TT  0,3 0,2 0,07 0,04 

NOTE   For IT systems in case of a second fault, the maximum disconnecting time is as for either TN or TT systems, 
whichever is applicable. 

Table 10 only gives the maximum disconnecting times in the event of a fault of negligible impedance in 
final circuits not exceeding 32 A. 

11.2 Calculation of earth fault current Ief 

The minimum earth fault current is calculated for a fault at the downstream end of the circuit. The 
temperature at which the conductor resistance is determined depends on the characteristics of the 
protective device and the circuit configuration. The resistivity to be used is selected in accordance with 
Tables 4 and 5. The minimum earth fault current is required in order to determine if the maximum 
disconnecting time is fulfilled. 

The earth fault current, Ief is equal to: 

( ) ( )          
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PEph PEUSUP
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+++++++

⋅⋅= α
       (11) 

where 
3
n

0
UU =  

α  coefficient depending on the earthing system and equal to: 

• 1   for TN system; 

• 0,86  for IT system without neutral conductor; 

• 0,50  for IT system with neutral conductor. 
NOTE 1   This formula can also be used for the calculation of Ief where the supply is a generator. The product cmin·1,05(≈1) can 
be taken as a first approximation in the formula. 
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a) for insulated conductors and cables:     
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b) for busbar trunking systems:        
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Where the lengths l1d and l2d are those related to the downstream circuits (cables and bus bar trunking 
system respectively). 
NOTE 2     For  Rcx. ,    the value of x depends on the circuit configuration, the type of the protective device,  
           see Table 4. 

    For  
phPE b

phPEbx 

X

R
 or  

phPEN b

phPENbx 

X

R
  see Table 5. 

NOTE 3 The following table give the various resistances and reactances that constitute RSUP and XSUP respectively, 
depending on the type of supply: 

 

 RSUP XSUP 

Transformer 

Delta-Star (Dyn) 

Star/Star (Yyn) 

Delta/Zig-Zag (Dzn) 

 

RQ + RT+RC 

RQ + RT+RC 

RQ + RT+RC 

 

XQ + XT+XC 

XQ + 5XT+XC 

XQ + 0,7XT+XC 

Generator RC 

3

 +   2 0
'
d XX

+ XC 

LV Supply RQ XQ 

 

12 Verification of thermal stress in conductors 

12.1 Thermal stress 

It must be verified that the temperature of the line, neutral and protective conductors does not exceed 
the maximum permitted temperature given in HD 60364-4-43 and HD 60364-5-54, under short-circuit 
or fault conditions.  

For thermal stress of conductors, it is necessary to verify that the disconnecting time of the protective 
device does not exceed: 

a) for insulated conductors and cables 

            ( ) ( ) 22
cable

2
_deviceProtective

2
k SktItI =<        (12) 

For very short durations (< 0,1 s) whether or not asymmetry is present or for current limiting devices,  
k2 S2 shall be greater than the value of the let-through energy (I2 t) quoted by the manufacturer of the 
protective device. 

t  being the disconnecting time for the current Ik , [s]; 
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k  being a factor the value of which is given in the Table 11, taken from HD 384.5.54; 

S  being the cross-sectional area of the conductors, [mm²]; 

Ik  being:  - for live conductors, the minimum short-circuit current Ik1 min or Ik2 min , 

     - for protective conductor and PEN conductor, the earth fault current Ief
, [A]. 

Table 11 − Values of the factor k 

 Material of conductors 

 Copper Aluminium 

Live conductors and protective conductors 
forming part of the same wiring system: 

- insulated with Thermoplastic 70 °C (PVC): 

        ≤ 300 mm² 
        > 300 mm² 

- insulated with thermosetting 90 °C (EPR or 
XLPE) 

- insulated with 85 °C rubber 

 
 

 

115 
103 

143 
 

134 

 
 

 

76 
68 

94 
 

89 

Separate protective conductors: 

- insulated with Thermoplastic 70 °C (PVC): 

        ≤ 300 mm² 
        > 300 mm² 

- insulated with thermosetting 90 °C (EPR or 
XLPE) 

 - insulated with 85 °C rubber 

- bare a 

 

 

143 
133 

176 
 

166 

159 

 

 

95 
88 

116 
 

110 

105 
a where there is no fire risk. 

 NOTE 1   High earth fault current may lead to excessive mechanical stress in insulated conductor and cables. 

 NOTE 2   k values for other insulation materials may be derived from IEC 60724. 

b) for busbar trunking systems: 

             ( ) 00_deviceProtectivek tItI 22 <           (13) 

0
2
0 tI ⋅  being the permissible value of the thermal stress of the conductor (line, neutral, PE or PEN) 

of the busbar trunking system. 

For very short durations (< 0,1 s) whether or not asymmetry is present or for current limiting devices,  
k2 S2 shall be greater than the value of the let-through energy (I2 t) quoted by the manufacturer of the 
protective device. 

When the protective device is a circuit-breaker, in general it is not necessary to verify the thermal 
stress in the conductors for the maximum short-circuit current at its place of installation provided that 
the circuit-breaker is not intentionally delayed. 

12.2 Minimum short-circuit current 

Verification of thermal stress in live conductors is only necessary if the overload protective device is not 
placed at the origin of the wiring system (according to HD 60364-4-43:2010, 433.2.2 and 433.3) or if 
the cross-sectional area of the neutral, PE or PEN conductor is less than that of the line conductors. 

In general this requirement to protect the live conductors against thermal stress is covered if the 
protective device complies with the following condition: 

- For circuit breakers complying with EN 60947-2: 

Ik ≥ 1,2 Im 
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- For circuit breakers complying with EN 60898:  

Curve B: Ik ≥ 5 In 

Curve C: Ik ≥ 10 In 

Curve D: Ik ≥ 20 In 

- For fuses complying with EN 60269 series: 

Ik ≥ If  

where 

Ik being:  

- for live conductors, the minimum short-circuit current Ik1 min or Ik2 min; 

- for protective conductor and PEN conductor, the earth fault current Ief,
 [A]; 

If being the fusing current resulting in a operating time within 5 s. 
NOTE   In the case an overload protective device is placed at the origin of the wiring system it would be convenient to verify the 
operation conditions of the protective device in case of Ik to cover the protection against fire. These conditions are considered 
covered if the previous conditions for thermal stress under minimum short-circuit current, as applicable, are complied. 

12.3 Calculation of the minimum short-circuit current 

12.3.1  General 

Where the rules require that the minimum short-circuit current ensures the operation of the protective 
device, it is necessary to calculate such a current (this current is in general the minimum value of the 
line to neutral short-circuit current (Ik1)). 

12.3.2 Line to line minimum short-circuit current 

The minimum value of the line to line short-circuit current, Ik2 is equal to: 

( ) ( )            
2

ph USUP
2

ph x USUP

0min
min2

2

3

XXXRRR
UcIk

+++++⋅

⋅⋅=           (14) 

where 
3
n

0
UU =  

NOTE 1 The subindex “x” of Rxph depends on the applicable resistivity according to Table 4. 
NOTE 2 The following table give the various resistances and reactances that constitute RSUP and XSUP respectively, depending 
on the type of supply: 

 

 RSUP XSUP 

 HV Supply + Transformer  RQ + RT+RC XQ + XT+XC 

Generator RC Xd+ XC 

LV Supply RQ + RC XQ + XC 

a) for insulated conductors and cables:     
1dcph

1dphcx phx 

lXX
lRR

⋅=

⋅=
 

b) for busbar trunking systems:        
2dph ph b1dcph

2dph ph bx1dph cxph x

l0,5XlXX
l0,5RlRR

⋅+⋅=

⋅+⋅=
 

where the lengths l1d and l2d are those related to the circuits downstream of the protective device 
(cables and bus bar trunking system respectively). 
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12.3.3 Line to neutral minimum short-circuit current 

The minimum value of the line to neutral short-circuit current, Ik1 is equal to: 

( ) ( )            
2

Nph NUSUP
2

Nph x NUSUP

0min
min1

XXXXRRRR
UcIk

+++++++

⋅=       (15) 

where 
3
n

0
UU =  

NOTE 1       The subindex “x” of RxphN depends on the applicable resistivity according to Table 4. 

a) for insulated conductors and cables:    
( )

( ) 1dN cph cNph 

1dNcx phcx Nph x 

lXXX
lRRR

⋅+=

⋅+=
 

b) for busbar trunking systems:       
( )

( ) 2dphN b1dN cph cNph 

2dphNbx 1dNcx phcx Nph x 

lXlXXX
lRlRRR

⋅+⋅+=

⋅+⋅+=
 

where the lengths l1d and l2d are those related to the circuits downstream of the protective device 
(cables and bus bar trunking system respectively). 

NOTE 2 For  ph cx R or    N cxR ,  the values of x depend on circuit configuration, the type of the protective device, 

see Table 4. 

  For  
phph b

phphbx 

X
R

 or
phNbx 

phNbx 

X
R

  see Table 5. 

NOTE 3 The following table gives the various resistances and reactances that constitute RSUP and XSUP respectively, 
depending on the type of supply: 

 

 RSUP XSUP 

Transformer 

Delta-Star (dYn) 

Star/Star (yYn) 

Delta/Zig-Zag (dZn) 

 

RQ + RT+RC 

RQ + RT+RC 

RQ + RT+RC 

 

XQ + XT+XC 

XQ + 5XT+XC 

XQ + 0,7XT+XC 

Generator RC 
3

 +   2 0
'
d XX

+ XC 

LV Supply RQ XQ 

13 Voltage drop 

13.1 The relative voltage drop (expressed as a percentage of the line to neutral voltage) is calculated 
using the following equation: 

          
( )

0

3
Bphph 1 10sincos

100
U

IXRb
u

−⋅⋅+
⋅=∆

ϕϕ
    %   (16) 

- b  being   equal to 1 for three-line circuits; 

     equal to 2 for line-to-neutral circuits. 

- R and X in milliohms, 
NOTE   Three-line circuits with the neutral completely unbalanced (a single line loaded) are considered a single-line circuits. 
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where 

a) for insulated conductors and cables:  - three-line circuits  
1ph cph 

1ph c11ph

lXX
lRR

⋅=

⋅=
 

              - line to neutral circuits 
1ph cph 

1ph c11ph

lXX
lRR

⋅=

⋅=
 

b) for busbar trunking systems:     - three-line circuits 
c2ph b1ph cph

c2ph b11ph c11ph

KlXlXX
KlRlRR

⋅⋅+⋅=

⋅⋅+⋅=
 

              - line to neutral circuits 
2Nph  b1ph cph

2Nph  b11ph c11ph

5.0
5.0

lXlXX
lRlRR

⋅+⋅=

⋅+⋅=
 

cosϕ   being the power factor; in the absence of more precise information, the power factor is taken as 
 0,8 ( 6,0sin =ϕ ) 

Kc   load distribution coefficient taken as equal to: 

      1    if the load is concentrated at the end of the wiring system; 

      
n 
1+ n

2
  if the load is uniformly spread between n branches of the wiring system. 

The load distribution coefficient value Kc is valid for calculating the voltage drop at the end of the wiring 
system. 

To calculate the voltage drop at the origin of a branch situated at the distance d from the origin of the 
busbar trunking system, the coefficient Kc is taken as equal to: 

           
n

l
dnn

K
 2

  - 1 + 2
 = c

⋅
             (17) 

in the case of loads spread uniformly along the length of the wiring system. 

13.2 The relative voltage drop (expresses as a percentage of the line to neutral voltage) is taken as 
equal to: 

0

u  100=u 
U

∆  
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Annex A 
 

Conductor resistances 

The tabulated conductor resistances given in this appendix are based on the values given in EN 60228 
'conductors of insulated cables'. The resistances have been adjusted to allow for skin and proximity 
effects calculated in accordance with IEC 60287 'calculation of the continuous current rating of cables 
(100 % load factor)’. The allowance for skin and proximity effect has been calculated for touching 
cables having copper or aluminium conductors. Resistances of spaced cables having copper 
conductors and cross-sectional areas greater than 400 mm² are also given. It should be noted that for 
conductor cross-sectional areas greater than about 300 mm², the effect of spacing on reactance is 
more important than its effect on AC resistance. 

Table A.1 − Conductor AC resistances at 20 °C, mΩΩΩΩ / m 

Nominal 
conductor size, 

mm2 

Conductor material 

Copper Aluminium 

1,5 12,1 - 
2,5 7,41 - 
4 4,61 7,41 
6 3,08 4,61 

10 1,83 3,08 
16 1,15 1,91 

   
25 0,727 1,2 
35 0,524 0,868 
50 0,387 0,641 
70 0,268 0,443 
95 0,194 0,320 

120 0,154 0,253 
   

150 0,125 0,207 
185 0,100 0,165 
240 0,077 0,126 
300 0,062 0,101 

   
400 0,049 0,080 

   
 Spaced a Touching  

500 0,039 0,040 0,064 
630 0,031 0,033 0,052 

    
800 0,025 0,028 0,042 

1000 0,021 0,025 0,033 
1200  - 0,028 

a The values given for spaced cables are for a centre to centre distance of 
two times the overall diameter. 

NOTE   Correction factors for both copper and aluminium resistances of conductors for average conductor temperature are 
given in Table 2. 
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